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ABSTRACT

Absolute brightness temperatures anl brightness temperature ratios

of the quiet zun and the center of the new rnoon were measured at the

3. 3-mm wavelength and at several wavelengths in the 5.7-mm region.

R Radiometric maps of the sun and new moon are used to illustrate t:ha prob-

lems associated with brightness temperature measurements of these

sources. Measured quiet -sun/new-moon brightness temperature ratios

and reported central brightness temperatures of the new moon in the mil-

limeter wavelcngth region confirm the measured absolute brightness tem -

peraturzs of the quiet sun.

Reported solar brightness temperatures in the 5.7- to 1. 0-mm wave-

length interval are tabulated and presented graphically as • function of

frequency and wavelength. The regression-line equation computed for the

reported measurements is given for estimating solar brightness tempera-

"tures at any wavelength in this interval and is solved for the -wavelengths

of the rep.orted measurements.
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[ 1. INTRODUCTION

Absolute brightness teanperatur-es and bright-ness temperature ratios

of the quiet sun and the center of the new moon were mneasur~ed at several

millimeter waveler~vths. The quiet -sun./new -moon brightness temperature

ratios car. be measured with greater accuracy than the absolute brightness

temperaxtures because the ratios are not affected by the uncertainties of

anteniva main-beam efficiency and absolute temperature calibration. For

the measurements reported here, the confidence intervals of the bright-

ness temperature ratios are- si~gnificantly better than the confiden'ýe inter-

vals of the measured absolute brightness temperatures o~f the sun or the

..rw Moon. The: high confidence intervals of the ratios rnake fhem parti -

Cixlarly suited for monitoring solar-lunar temperature relationships and

long -term solar temperature variations.

Brightness temperatures anid brightness temperature ratios of rho

quiet sun and new moon we:.e measured at the 3. 3--m wavelength and at

several, wavelengths in~ the 5. 7-rnm wavelength region. Absolute bright-

ness temperatures of the qWuiet sun and the entral region of-the new moon

are reported for the 3. 3 - and 5. 7-m wavelengths because only two Pide -

pendent systems were ased for the measurements. Several solar "Srightness

W__ temperatilres are reported for earlier irdependent measurements in the

5. 7-mm wavelkngth region.

Measured quiet - sun/ new -rmoon brightness temperature ratios and

central brightness temperatures of the new moon are riot ornly useful for

WE1



monitoring solar brightness temperatures, but are also useful Lor comparing

the atsolute temperature calibration of different radio astronomy systems.

However, the level of solar activity and the effects of antenna beam smoothing

and sidelobe contributions must be accounted for prior to making any direct

comparisons.-
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II. BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

The brightness temperaturc of any specific region on either the sun

or the moon is both wavelength- and time-dependent. The brightness tem-

perature of any particular lunar area is dependent upon the lunar latitude

and varies periodically as a function of local phase. Central brightness

temperatures of the new moon decrease very slowly with time, at an esti-

mated rate of 0. 14°K/hr at the 3. 3-mm wavelength (Gary- Stacey and

Drake, 1965). A radiometric map of the new moon at 3. 3-mm, Fig. 1,

shows a wide central region with small temperature differentials, a central

__i• brightness temperature of - 15 8 °K, and the latitude dependence of the

brightness temperature. At the 5.7-mm wavelength, the brightness tem-

peratures of the new moon are - 10%0 higher than those at 3. 3-mm, with aV0
central value ol 175-K.

t• The solar brightness ternperatues are not so well behaved, but are

I reasonably pt-edictable for a given frequency and region on a day-to-day

basis. Furthermore, their behavior at 5. 7 mm is similar to that at

3. 3 mm; radiometric maps oi the sun (Figs. 2 and 3) made at both wave-

lengths on two successive days demcnstrate this sin ilarity. The z-.apping

program, under digital computer control, automatically measures the

brightness temperatures of a 21 by 21 array ot data centered on the solar

disk. The brightness temperatures are normalized to the central bright-

ness temperature oD the disk. The outline of the solar disk and temperature

contour lines for 1-% temperature intervalls have been s-:perimposed. The

mapping at 3.3 mm (Fig. 2) has better definition Lhan the mapping at

Ak
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Fig, 3. Radiometric map of the sun at 5. 7-mm wavelength
on 19 May 1967
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5. 7 mm (Fig. 3) because of the sharper beamwidth, i. e. 2. 78- arc--min

compared to 4. 32 arc-min, respectively.

A three-dimerisional plotting technique (MWtchell, 1967) is vsed to

present an isometric view (Fig. 4) of the 5.7-mm contour map of Fig. 3.

Truncating and increasing the scale factor results in the view presented

in the upper right corner of Fig. 4. Similar truncated three-dimensional

sun maps at 3.3 and 5, 7 mm, for two successive days (18 and 19 May

1967), are presented in Fig. 5. These maps show the similarity of solar

activity at the two wavelengths. The differences between the maps for the

same day are mainly attributable to higher resolution of the antenna at

3. 3 mm and better noise performance of the 3. 3-mm radiometer. The

brightness temperatures varied from the central v.alue by 7% at 3. 3 mm

and 4% at 5.7 mm, at beamwidths of 2.78 and 4. 32 arc--min, respectively,

on 18 May 1967. The notable difference between the maps from cne day to the

the next. especially evident in the 3. 3-mm maps, is caused by the rotation

of the sun. Although solar brightness temperatures normally vary by

several percent across the disk at these antenna beamwidths with occa-

sional flares of much greater intensity, quiet regions can often be tracked

across the sun for periods of days.

Absolute solar brightness temperatures and qutet-sun/new -moon

brightness temperature ratios measured with very narrow beamwidth

antennas are prone to wide scatter caused by solar activity. Furthermore,

4 measurements made at the same wavelength with different antenna beam-

widths may have significant differences caused by antenna beam smoothing.

-7-
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These effects, which can be minimized by careful selection of quiet solar

regions for measurement, are or-e of the major sources of differences in

measured solar brightness temperatures at -millimeter vavelengths.



57 MM

Fig. 4. Three-dimensional plot of solar brightness temperatures at
5.7-mm wavelength (Inset: truncated and amplified view)
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III. BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

A. OUIET-SUN/NEW -MOON MEASUREMENTS

The quiet-sun/new-moon brightness temperature measurements were

made on The Aerospace Corporation's 4. 57-rn antenna at El Segundo,

California, which has a theoretical half-power beamwidth of 4. 3Z artc-min

at S. 7 mrnm and a measured half-power beamwidth of 2. 78 arc -min at 3. 3 mm.

The antenna has Cassegrainian optics wiAth feed horns and sub-reflector

optimized for 3. 2 mm (94 GHz) operation, resulting in computed antenna

main-beam efficiencies to the solar limbs of 77 , 2% at 3. 3 mm and

39 * 6% at 5. 7 mm. The computed 3. 3-mm radiation pattern shows the

first sidelobe to be Z6 dB below the peak of the main beam at 4. 3 arc-min.

At 5.7 mm, the first sidelobe is down 15 dB at 7. 2 arc -min and the second

sidelobe, 20 dB at 16 arc-min. Further, the sidelobe levels fall belcw

40 dB for either wavelength at 1. 25 deg from the antenna axis. Therefore,

sidelobe contributions from both the sun and polar darkening of the nel

moon are estimated to affect the lunar measurements by less than 1%0.

Brightness temperatures were measured for a quiet region of the

sun and the center of the new moon in July and August, 1967 and in April,

May, and August, 1968. The angular separation between the solar and lunar

centers did not exceecd 7. 5 deg during the measurements except for the

6 July 1967 measurement, which was 12 deg. The quiet status of the

obseri-ed solar region was determined by inspection of 3. 3-mm radioheli-

ograms.

Measurements were made of two calibration temperature references,

I - A E-
PRCDN PG 1r
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the blank sky, and the selected quiet solar region; a similar series of

measurements were made for the central region of the new moon. This pro-

cedure of alternately measuring the apparent brightness temperature of the

quiet sun and new moon was repeated over a wide range of zenith angles.

An integration time of 15 sec was used for the 3.3-mm measurements, and

30s ec for the 5.7-mm measurements. The measurements were made with

switched comparison load, superheterodyne radiometers whose measured

linearities are within 1% over their temperature range and whose minimum

c•tectable input temperatures AT for a 0. 25-Hz postcorrelation bandwidth

are 10 K for 3.3 mm and 60 K for 5.77mm.

Solar and lunar brightness temperatures versus air mass for two sets

of observations are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 for 3. 3- and 5. 7-mm wavelengths,

zespectively. The absolute brightness temperatures for the quiet sun and

the new moon measured at 3.3- and 5.7-mm wavelengths on 7 July 1967 and

27 May 1968, respectively, are:

Wavelength, T l 0 OK Moon's Mean
mm Sun I, K Moon K Phase, deL_

3.3 6619 k 420 160.8 + 10.2 3.3

5.7 6964 ± 529 175.1 * 20.5 5.6

The l-a confidence irterval error budget includes an uncertainty of ±,2% at

3. 3 nm and + 6%6 at 5. 7 mm for the antenna main beam efficiency, * 6'-1 at

3. 3 mm and * . 5% at 5. 7 mmn for temperature calibration, and the uncer-

tainty of the zero intercept of the regression line for each set of data.

~-12..
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B. SOLAR MEASUREMENTS

Extensive measuremerts of apparent solar brightness temperature

versus air mass for a wide range of zenith angles were made from an air-

craft at 6. i, 9. 1, and 12. 2 km. The measurementb were made with a

0. 61-rn-diarn, Cas segrainian-type antenna -with a measured 39 arc-mmil

beamwidth at 55 GHz and a half -power solid angle beam efficiency to the

limbs of the sun of 2$ to 33% over the frequency range from 53. 4 to 56. 4

GHz. The radiometer was continrz.nisly tunable over the frequency range

with a i-sec AT of 5 K at midband to 8°K ar the band edges. Antenna

pointing was controlled by an automatic optical sun-tracker with manually

aided positioning. Measurements were made of two calibration temperature

references, the blank sky and the solar disk. After compensating for the

transmissivity of the radorne and atmospheric emission effects, a linear

analysis of the logarithm of excess antenna temperature versus air mass

(Hardie, 1962) was done for each wavelength at each altitude.

The weighted mean of the intercept values -f 45 sets of brightness

temperatures versus: air mas .neasu:rnements, obta-.ted over a wide range

of zenith angles at three different altitudes and 22 different frequencies: is

Tsolar disk = 6950 *- 520 (%lc) OK

at the median frequency of 54. 5 GHz.

Brightness temperatures of quiet solar regions were measured with,

"he flight radiometer installed on The Aerospace Corporation's 4. 57-m

antenna. The, weighted mean of the 'ntercept values of six sets of bright-

ness temperature versus air mass measurements at 53. 5 GHz is

-15.-



*0

T =6900 600 (lei. °K
sun

After modification and subsequent absolute temperature calibration,

the flight radiometer was reinstalled on the 4. 57-m antenna to make a

series of solar measurements at 53.4 GHz. The weighted mean of the

intercept values of six sets of brightness temperature versus air mass

measurements for quiet solar regions at 53. 4 GHz is

T un= 6750 *600 (la) 'K

-16-



"IV. BRIGHTNESS tEMPERATURE RATIOS

Quiet-sun/new-moon brightness temperature ratios are measured

with greater accuracy than the absolute brightness temperatures of either

source because the ratios are not affected by the uncertainties of antenna

main-beam efficiency and the absolute temperature calibration of the system.

The quiet-sun/new-moon brightrness temperature ratios in Table I

were computed from the regression line values at the air mass ordinate

that passes through the centroid of the lunar regression line. These ratios

exhibit lower statistical uncertainties than the ratios computed from the

zero air mass intercepts of the solar and lunar regression lines (Crow et

al. , 1460). The small statistical uncertaintiea of the ratios are mainly

attributable to atmospheric fluctuations and radiometer noise. The differ-

ences in tht. ratios ait the 3. 3-mm wavelength are probably caused by tem-

perature difference3 of the quiet solar regions. The brightness tempera-

tures across the solar disk at these wavelengths and antenna beamwidths

often vary 5 to 10% from the central brightness temperature. Cooling of

the lunar surface causes a small phase effect, which is estimated to be

< 0. 6% for the worst case. Sidelobe contributions, from both the sun and

the polar darkening cf the lunar disk, are estimated co affect the lunar

t measurements by < 1%0.

_17-.
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V. ESTIMATED SOLAR BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES

The absolute brightness temperature of the quiet sun at millimeter

wavelengths can be estimated with very low statistical uncertainties (1) from

measured quiet-sun/new-moon brightnesb temperature ratios and reported

brightness temperatures of the new moon and (2) from reported solar

brightness temperatures in the millimeter wavelength region.

The first method depends upon the accuracy of the quiet-sun/new-moor

brightness temperature ratio measurement, the accuracy of numerous inde-

pendent measurements of the absolute central brightness temperature of the

new moon, and the assumption of a linear regression of the lunar brightness

temperatures with frequency in the millimeter wavelength region. The

second method depends upon the accuracy of the many independent brightness

temperature measurements of the sun at millimeter wavelengths and upon

the assumption of a linear regression of solar brightness temperatures in

the 50- to 300-GHz spectrum as indicated by the Van de Hulst model of

Shimabukuro and Stacey (1965).

Reported central brightness temperatures of the new moon are summar-

ized , Table II and graphed as a function of frequency and wavelength in Fig.

8. The linear regression of Fig. 8 gives equal weight to each measurement.

The linear fit over the millimeter wavelength e... ,val i- justified by the

distribution of the data and by the thermal radiation mechanism of the lunar

surface at new moon. The equations of the regression line are

t
L
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WAVELENGTH mm

30010 6 4 3 2 1.5 1.0o 30- I I I I I"

= 2501-
NEW MOON

200-- SLOPE:-0. 171 0.0 33 (1Iaj

1• 50VI0-

(II

30 40 50 70 00 150 200 300
FREQUENCY, GHz

FREO.,GHz T_,_K_ _ (oa) CONFIDENCEMEASURED CALCUATED INTERVAL,9K

37.5 189 185 7.4

52.4 175 175 5.5
75.0 163 164 4.1

90.4 158 159 3.7
91.0 161 159 3.7

231 123 138 5.1
300 139 130 5.8

Fig. 8. Reported central brightness temperatures of
the new moon at millimeter wavelengths
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-0. 171
Tb (New Moon) = 345 FGHz

Tb (New Moon) -130 X mm0.171

The solucions of the regression line equation at the wavelength of each of the

reported measurements and the I-a confidence intervals of the computed

values are tabulated in Fig. 8.

The absolute brightness temperatures of quiet regions near the center

of the solar disk, using the quiet-sun/new-moon ratios and the estimated

central brightness temperature of the new moon for a calibration reference

temperature, are presented in Table III. The absolute brightness tempera-

tures at 3. 3- and 5.7-mm wavelengths are

T 6567 : 152 (hi) K at 3.3 mmTb (Quiet Sun)

Tb (Quiet Sun) =6955 260 (la) 'K at 5.7 mm

These results are in good statistical agreement with the absolute solar

brightness temperatures measured at the 3. 3- and 5.7-mm wavelengths and

are not affected by the uncertainties of our antenna main-beam efficiency and

absolute temperature calibration.

Reported solar brightness temperature measurements in the 5. 7- tU

1. 0-mm wavelength region are tabu ated in Table IV and graphed as a function

of frequency and wavelength in Fig. 9. A linear regression line, the 1-a

confidence interval of the ordinate to the regression line, and the standard

error of estimate are shown in F.g. 9. Each measurement is equally

weighted. The justification for a linear fit over this wavelength interval,

Sz-22
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S94 0 6,V0 6m8 120
94.0 7%60 6583 120

1000 51170 6533 I *5
107.0 m0 6474 H ];
110.0 59M 650 11O
125. fism 6A 108136.0 m0 -IM M

140-0 5W• i244 112150.0 5680 00187 116
167.0 so00 o98 125
167. 6750 ;098 212
23.L0 90 5833 162
231.0 M 5838 162
2310 m. 65838 162
250 60 5776 172

1000 570O 6533 1;5
107.0 5800 56474 191

50. 191

1ig. 9. 0eported solar brightness temperatures in
the 5.7- to 1. 0-mm wavelength region
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although arbitrary, is based on the linearity of the Van de Hulst theoreticai

model of Shimabukuro and Stacey (1968) for the 50- to 300-GHz regicn and

by the distribution of the plotted measurements. The equation of the regres-

sion line is

Tb(S) = 12, 130 FGHz-0 .1344 oK

Tb(S) = 5637X m0.1344 o

from which we compute

Tb(S) = 6621 t 123 (la) , 0 K at 3.3 mm

Tb(S) = 7128 _ 217 (lo) ,K at 5.7 mm

These results are in good statistical agreement with the measured absolute

brightness temperatures at 3. 3 and 5. 7 mm. Computed values of the regres-

sion line and the l-a confidence intervals of the ordinate to the regression

line ior the frequencies of the measu:ed data are given in Fig. 9.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The measured absoltte central brightness temperatures of the new

moon at the 3. 3- and 5.7-mm wavelengths are in good agreement with values

estimated from reported central brightness temperatures in the millimeter

wavelength region. The measured absolute brightness temperatures of the

quiet sun at the 3. 3- and 5. 7-mm wavelengths are in good agreement with

(1) values estimated from reported solar brightness temperatures in the

5. 7- to 1. 0-mm wavelength region and (Z) values estimated from the quiet-

sun/new-moon ratios and reported central brightness temperatures of the

new moon.

The brightness temperature ratios of the quiet sun and the central

region oi the new moon are measured with aignificantly greater accuracy

than the absolute brightness te-aperatures of either source because syste-

matic errors are minimized. Uncertainties of antenna main-beam efficiency

and absolute temperature calibration and changes in atmospheric attenuation

during the measurements have virtually no effect on the ratios. Therefore,

absolute solar brightness temperatures can be determined with high confi-

dence from the measured quiet-sun/ new-moon brightness temperature

ratios by using the central brightness temperature of the new moon as a

calibration reference temperature.
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